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Executive SummaryExecutive Summary

Sonic is an American drive-in fast food restaurant chain based in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. It was 
founded in 1953 by Troy N. Smith Sr. and currently operates over 3,500 restaurant locations. Our 
target market is comprised of women between the ages of 18-34 and 35-44 that are working mothers 
or busy career driven women who need to grab a quick meal after a hectic day or if they don’t have 
time for anything else. With many competitors in the quick service industry, our campaign highlights 
the benefits of Sonic and how it is the better choice. Our big idea, “Anything this good is meant to be 
shared,” positions Sonic as the perfect place to enjoy time with family or friends. In our campaign, we 
are launching promotions that will persuade our target market to grab a group of friends or take their 
family to Sonic and have the Sonic experience. Through print, internet, online video, radio, and TV 
advertisements, Essence Media’s mission is to give Sonic an edge that their competitors don’t have. 
Ultimately making Sonic the right choice for our target market.
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Agency OverviewAgency Overview

Essence Communications seeks to inspire people and change the 
media planning industry as we know it. Through dedicated research 
and meticulous planning, our analytical approach brings our clients 
the best of the best. At Essence Communications, we believe creative 
thinking and passionate people are the key to our succes. Our team  
is made up of six energetic and charismatic individuals with diverse 
backgrounds that all contribute with individual strengths to make us a 
whole.

Amanda Bruzzese: is a Junior Integrated Marketing Communications major with a double minor 
in Communication Management & Design, and Nutrition Promotion. Throughout her three years, 
she has been apart of many organizations on campus including, Public Relations Student Society of 
America (PRSSA), IC Women in Communications, Food for Thought, and Love your Melon. During 
the spring semester of her Sophomore year she had the opportunity to study abroad in Sydney, Aus-
tralia, igniting her inner wanderlust. Amanda enjoys surrounding herself in the environment around 
her whether that be going for a hike, trying a new restaurant, or just enjoying her surroundings with 
friends. Post graduation, Amanda hopes to work in the healthcare or pharmaceutical industry doing 
marketing or some element of advertising.

About Us
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Agency OverviewAgency Overview

Grace Dewitter is a sophomore Integrated Marketing Communications major with a minor in Legal Stud-
ies. She has worked for the past year as an event manager for Campus Center and Event Services at 

Ithaca College and intends to pursue a career in event management/planning in the future. She loves to 
travel, explore the world and spend quality time with family and friends.

Jessie Fleck is a Junior Integrated Marketing and Communications major with a minor in mathematics at 
Ithaca College. She is a student-athlete and proud member of the Ithaca College Softball team. This past 
summer she traveled to volunteer in Melbourne, Australia in order to use conservation efforts to help the 
surrounding communities and their local habitats. Jessie is the original New Girl enthusiast and love kicking 
the ball around.  In the future she hopes to be happy, healthy, surrounded by dogs, and working in a Mar-
keting firm or an Advertising Agency. 

Jesse Bunch is a Junior Integrated Marketing Communications major from Radnor, Pennsylvania. He recently 
spent the last semester working for a music management agency in Los Angeles. He hopes to one day work 
in marketing.  Jesse chose Ithaca College’s Park School of Communications because of its many student re-

sources and national recognition. In his free time he likes to go hiking and play guitar. 

Liza Therkelsen is a Junior Integrated Marketing Communications major with a minor in art at Ithaca Col-
lege. Born and raised in a suburb just outside of Boston, she has also spent time living in New Hampshire, 
London and New York City. She enjoys finding ways to immerse herself in her community and trying out lo-
cal restaurants and going to music shows with friends. Liza hopes to eventually work in an environment that 
encourages creativity and involves elements of marketing and strategic communications.
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Brand AnalysisBrand Analysis

Marketing Objectives and Strategies

The marketing objectives of Sonic is simple, to maintain their position as or to become a leading restaurant op-
erator in all of their markets. In attempt to achieve these objectives, Sonic has implemented marketing strategies 
specifically designed to build the Sonic brand and maintain high customer satisfaction and repeat business through 
key elements. First, Sonic has a unique drive-in concept focusing on a distinctive menu of quality made-to-order 
food products including several signature items. Secondly, Sonic has a commitment to customer service featuring 
the quick delivery of food featuring skating carhops. Thirdly, there has been an expansion of Sonic Drive-Ins within 
the continental United States. Finally, Sonic has a commitment to strong franchisee relationships.

Current Business Situation for Sonic
Sonic Drive-In is an American fast food drive-in restaurant chain that is based in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. It was 
founded in the 1950’s by Troy N. Smith Sr. and as of August 31, 2011, there are 3,562 restaurants in 44 states 
across the country. The company serves about 3 million customers per day and was ranked 10th in QSR Maga-
zine’s rankings of the top 50 quick-service and fast-casual restaurant brands in the nation in 2011. Sonic sells a 
variety of fast food items, such as hamburgers, french fries, hot dogs, corn dogs, onion rings, tater tots, chicken 
wings, etc. At a standard Sonic drive-in, the customer will drive into a covered drive in stall and order through 
an intercom. Their food will then be brought out to them by a server on skates (many Sonic locations also have 
a drive thru lane). Sonic chains are owned and operated by Sonic Restaurants Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary. 
Total company revenues for 2011 were around $546 million dollars with net income of $19 million. One of Sonic’s 
primary focuses at the moment is further expanding the franchise. With a $100 million advertising budget, they 
aim to open 1,000 new stores in the next 10 years. 
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Brand AnalysisBrand Analysis

Current Business Situation for Quick Service Restaurants

Quick Service Restaurants encompasses fast food cuisine as well as restaurants that have limited to no table ser-
vice and produce in bulk using standardized cooking procedures. Often times, patrons pay prior to eating their 
meal. Typically - and in Sonic’s case - QSRs are part of a restaurant chain or franchise operations, and a drive-
through window makes up a part of the store layout. Fast food franchises are known for a consistent store layout 
and menu so consumers know what to expect and can rely on getting what they want. The history of QSRs date 
back to the 1920s, when White Castle opened its first location in Kansas. Since then, well-known QSRs such as 
McDonald’s and Wendy’s have paved the way for the industry, with the price of meals ranging from $4 to $7 
per person.
 Over the past decade, QSRs have grown significantly. In 2015, the United States revenue was 200 billion 
dollars with the number of establishments totaling 240,115 restaurants. By 2018, revenue is projected to increase 
to 210.22 million dollars with establishments increasing to 247,191 restaurants. Although this is a steady growth, 
the quick service restaurant industry has recently faced challenges that threaten their business. Over the past 
decade, the rise of fast casual restaurants, a hybrid between fast food and casual dining, has become a com-
petitor to the QSR industry. Elements that make up fast casual restaurants such as customizable meals with fresh 
ingredients have helped this industry rise economically in the recent years. Another challenge QSRs are facing is 
the consumer shift to healthier options. Fast food restaurants such as McDonalds have adapted to this by offering 
more salads and fresh produce to their customers, and this adaptation is necessary across the QSR industry to 
continue its success.
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Brand AnalysisBrand Analysis
The Four P’s

PRICE

PRODUCT

Sonic’s has a wide-ranging product line to satisfy the wants and needs of each individual consumer. The Sonic Drive-In culture 
is unique and traditional, which makes it stand out from the competition. With fun, friendly and old-fashioned car-hop delivery, 
Sonic serves signature food items and American classics; such as, sandwiches, burgers, hotdogs, chicken, desserts, tator-tots, 
salads, wraps, chili, all day breakfast, and signature drinks with more than 168,000 drink combinations.  To provide possibil-
ities for any size wallet, Sonic offers a dollar menu jam-packed with delicious, well-portioned options. Their full menu is avail-
able all day long, as well as their Happy Hour Specials each week. From Monday-Sunday, Sonic offers a different special 
each day. At 2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m., Sonic offers ½ off all drinks, teas and slushes.  After 8:00 p.m. each day, Sonic offers ½ 
off all shakes.

Sonic was established in 1953 and has since continued to increase their product line with varieties of sizes, price, foods, 
and flavors. Compared to its competitors in the quick service industry, Sonic prices are relatively similar. The pricing benefit 
of choosing Sonic can be seen when we look at the most popular and well-known burger from Sonic and it’s three primary 
competitors.  Burger King has the Whopper priced at $4.19, Wendy’s Dave’s Hot ‘n Juicy ¼ lb. Single with Cheese is priced 
at $4.19, McDonalds Big Mac is priced at $3.99 and Sonic’s SONIC Cheeseburger is priced lowest at $3.89. If you get the 
Combo meal with the burger from each location, Sonic is tied for the lowest cost with McDonalds at $5.99, while Wendy’s 
combo is $6.19 and Burger King is priced highest at $6.49. Sonic provides even lower prices on its Dollar Menu to compete 
with the Value menus of its competitors. Again, Sonic shows to have the lowest menu prices on their Dollar Menu compared to 
Wendy’s, Burger King and McDonalds. McDonalds and Sonic are the closest in prices, but Sonic beats in almost every area of 
the menu by a couple cents to a dollar.
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Brand AnalysisBrand Analysis
The Four P’s

PLACE

PROMOTION

Sonic is located only in the U.S., mostly in Southern States, but has recently shown movement into the northern states as well.  
In 2010, Sonic had been recorded at 3,572 Drive-Ins operating from coast to coast. Sonic only uses local suppliers and does 
not use large centralized distribution centers. The Sonic Drive-In locations are easy for consumers to spot while driving, which 
increases consumer convenience. Every Sonic location is open Monday-Saturday 6 a.m. to 12 p.m. and Sundays 11 a.m. to 11 
p.m.

In 2010, Sonic spent 208.5 million dollars on advertising and that has increased to 222.8 million dollars for the 2014 advertis-
ing expenditures. They have launched several campaigns through a variety of different platforms. Recently, Sonic launched an 
Instagram campaign to promote their Creamery shakes, which are completely square shakes designed for Instagram pictures. 
The shakes were available for purchase through Instagram with direct delivery to the Coachella festival. Sonic also launched an 
extremely popular TV advertisement to expand on its traditional “Two Guys” TV commercial. This new TV commercial starred 
Kevin Durant to mark the brand’s first athlete sponsored advertisement. They ran this commercial from April through August as :15 
and :30 spots on television. Sonic Drive-In’s billboard advertisement, “Big Slushies”, won Best Billboard Campaign Award at the 
Outdoor Advertising Association. The campaign ran in the Charleston, S.C. area with billboards of giant slushies with 3-D straws 
coming out of the side. Sonic also uses a variety of digital platforms and sites to promote their brand and products, such as, Face-
book, Twitter, Snapchat, and Tumblr.
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Brand AnalysisBrand Analysis

Relevant Economic and Societal Trends

It is important for any brand to keep an eye on the current trends within their market and within the 
broader culture of the country. Economic and social trends can provide insight into potential opportunities 
for a brand, as well as potential threats against it. Sonic faces an economic market that is currently recov-
ering from the 2008 recession, meaning that people are more willing to spend their money on eating out. 
Along with the recent drop in gas prices that began in 2015, it can be assumed that many consumers have 
a little more cash in their wallets for food. These economic trends can benefit Sonic; however, the brand 
also faces a variety of threats. There is an increased presence of “fast casual” restaurants that young peo-
ple are eating at (ex: Chipotle, Panera, 5 Guys). The increase in options within the fast food market along 
with the increase of food quality means that the competition has never been greater for a brand like Son-
ic. Another trend that Sonic needs to be aware of is consciousness of healthy eating. Studies show that 
millennials are aware and active about healthy eating at rates much higher than any generation before. 
This means that Sonic may face losing customers due to their menu of primarily burgers, hotdogs, fries, 
and desserts. 
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GeographyGeography

Sonic is an national company that operates 
across all regions of the continental United 
States. The company operates 3,572 drive-in 
locations, which consist of 455 company owned 
stores and 3,117 franchises. Geographically, Son-
ic’s presence is strongest in the southern US, and 
more specifically the South East. 
 While the South may be where Sonic’s 
strongest influence lies, rapid expansion is hap-
pening to increase presence in other areas of the 
country. Last year, Sonic opened 85 new drive-
in stores, of which 5 were company owned and 
80 franchised. Part of our mission is to expand 
Sonic’s presence in the northern region of the 
US, in an area we call “The Northern Front”. 
This area includes the states that border Canada 
from Michigan to Washington. This expansion in 
brand presence will solidify Sonic as the nations 
top choice in quick service dining.
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Competitive AnalysisCompetitive Analysis

Sonic Drive-In
Media Mix
Sonic’s media mix covers all mediums of communication, 
with a strong emphasis on television advertising. In 2013, 
Sonic slashed their “non-TV” media budget from the pre-
vious years 17% to around 7%. This decrease in spending 
allowed them to focus more on their national cable TV 
campaigns, which account for 67% of their advertising 
dollars, up from 48% in 2012. Sonic’s advertising agency, 
Goodby Silverstein & Partners handle their creative, while 
Publicis Zenith unit is in charge of media buying. The ad-
vertising team has agreed that national cable advertising 
works the best with their target market. Their ads continue 
to feature the “Two Guys” duo of T.J. Jagodowski and 
Peter Grosz, who’s banter is easily recognizable to many 
consumers when they think of the Sonic brand. Sonic also 
focuses on advertising their wide variety of items, which 
sets them apart from some of the other more mainstream 
Quick Service Restaurants. Mainly, their campaigns focus 
on their breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack, and dessert items. 
Apart from TV advertising, Sonic’s online presence includes 
Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, and Pinterest. 

Sonic advertises heavily year-round, but because they 
are a drive-in destination, they are seasonally more 
popular during the warmer months. Sonic advertises 
most heavily in March, June,July, and September. Data 
shows that in these months, they spent $15,710,000 in 
March, $13,190,000 in June, $12,636,000 in July, and 
$12,707,000 in September during 2011.

Seasonality

Past Creative Examples
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Competitive AnalysisCompetitive Analysis

Overview
As the leading food-service provider in the United States, Mcdonald’s serves a variety of options including hamburgers and 
cheeseburgers, fillet, french fries, salads, sundaes, pies as well as drinks to more than 26 million customers every day. Their 
most well known menu items include their world famous fries, the Big Mac, the Quarter Pounder, Chicken McNuggets, and 
the Egg McMuffin. Nearly 90 percent of McDonald’s 14,000 U.S. restaurants are independently owned.

Media Mix
McDonalds slogan “i’m lovin it” was introduced in 2003 and has not changed since then. Many of their ads reflect their 
brand’s recognizable colors with a red background and yellow elements. A considerable amount of their advertising is ded-
icated to billboard signs on the highway, as they are frequently located along busy routes. Their advertisements focus on 
delicious burgers and fries for a low cost. Their most recent campaign has focused on their new “all-day breakfast” with ads 
featuring their breakfast items being eaten for lunch and dinner. The television advertisement for “all day breakfast” shows a 
variety of kids, teenagers and adults in different scenarios reading tweets about McDonalds newest offering.Mcdonald’s has 
a social presence on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Spotify, and Tumblr.

Seasonality
During March, McDonalds’ advertises its “Shamrock Shake” a green milkshake in celebration of St. Patrick’s Day.

Past Creative Examples
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Competitive AnalysisCompetitive Analysis

Overview
Founded in 1954, Burger King is the second largest fast food hamburger chain in the world. It serves more than 11 million 
guests every day around the world and defines their brand by their commitment to premium ingredients, signature recipes, 
and family-friendly dining experiences. Burger King has over 13,000 locations in 97 countries.

Media Mix
In 2003 Burger King hired Miami based advertising agency, Crispin Porter + Borguski who created a series of viral web-
based advertisements complement its television and print promotional campaigns on various social networks and various 
Burger King corporate pages. CP+B reinstated the Burger King character used in the 1970s and 1980s for the Burger King 
Kingdom advertising campaign. The character was redesigned as a caricature of the original, now simply called the Burger 
King or just the King. The new incarnation replaced the singing and dancing Magical Burger King with a miming actor who 
wore an over-sized, grinning plastic mask resembling the original actor who played King. These viral campaigns, other new 
campaigns and a series of new product introductions, drew both positive and negative attention to Burger King and helped 
TPG (Burger King’s owner) and its partners earn approximately US$367 million in dividends In 2009 CP+B introduced their 
Facebook Campaign, the “Whopper Sacrifice” where users were offered a free whopper if they unfriended 10 of their Face-
book friends. Although the campaign was ‘put on hold’ by Facebook, it managed to create a ton of publicity. The “Subser-
vient Chicken” app, introduced in 2004 was one of the most discussed marketing efforts of the past decade. It was a simple 
app that let you give orders to a giant, terrifying chicken via a webcam. 

Seasonality Past Creative Examples
Burger King doesn’t exactly adver-
tise seasonally, however they have 
done a couple ads during hallow-
een over the years.
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Competitive AnalysisCompetitive Analysis

Overview
The Wendy’s Company is the world’s third largest quick-service hamburger company. The entire Wendy’s corporation con-
sists of more than 6,500 restaurants in the U.S. and in 29 other countries. They position themselves as “A Cut Above” the 
rest with their fresh, honest quality, and wholesome recipes. They provide the typical drive-through experience for their cus-
tomers unlike Sonic’s unique drive-in experience. 

Media Mix
Wendy’s uses advertising to express that the quality of their food.  They have used many slogans over the years, but two 
that stick with consumers are “Quality is our Recipe” and the most recent slogan, “Now that’s Better”.  The company spent 
$284,000,000 on advertising last year mostly through print media, television commercials, and digital media platforms such 
as Facebook and Twitter.  Through their advertisements, their creative strategy is to showcase that their “goal is to provide 
our customers with quality and wholesome food, good value and ‘A Cut Above’ the rest every time”.  

Seasonality

Past Creative Examples

Wendy’s brand focuses on seasonality in the summer with their refreshing drinks and fresh salad options.  Limited-time bev-
erages offer unique summer flavor fusions, Blackberry Lemonade, Orange Mango and Blueberry Pineapple Fruitea Chillers.  
Pair any with their Strawberry Field Chicken Salad, which is only available during strawberry season, to make sure the 
flavors are always fresh. 
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Competitive AnalysisCompetitive Analysis

Overview
Jack In the Box is a fast-food hamburger chain in the quick-serve industry with more than 2,200 restaurants in 21 states. 
Jack In The Box emphasizes on-the-go convenience. All of their restaurants have a drive-thru window, and most have indoor 
dining areas that are open anywhere from 18-24 hours a day. They distinguish themselves through their founder Jack, who 
looks like a clown, from his large white head, but he is a serious businessman. 

Media Mix
Jack In The box has not come out with a recent campaign, with the most recent ad from them being shown during the 2009 
Super Bowl. The ad shows Jack in a coma in a full body cast after getting hit by a bus, encouraging viewers to go on the 
company’s website to “get him better”. After Jack had awakened, the company announced that the corporate website would 
be relaunched and the company would get a new logo. In addition to this campaign, to promote their new teriyaki bowls, 
later the same year, they had employees getting “bowl cuts” and then Jack revealing that his “bowl cut” is a wig, to the dis-
may of the employees. In the months of January to October of 2014, Jack In The Box spent $58 million on measured media. 
According to the Annual Report for the first quarter of 2016, the company spent $0.2 million less on advertising than the 
previous year, due to their refranchising strategy.
Seasonality

Past Creative Examples

Secondary Competitor

Seasonally, they offer several Ice Cream Shakes 
such as, Egg Nog (Christmas season), Oreo Mint, 
Pumpkin Pie (Autumn), Pumpkin Spice (Autumn), 
along with a Pumpkin Spice Iced Coffee (Au-
tumn), and a Pumpkin Spice Premium Roast Cof-
fee (Autumn).
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Competitive AnalysisCompetitive Analysis

Share of Voice

McDonalds

Sonic

Burger 
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Jack In The 
Box
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Target AnalysisTarget Analysis

Segmentation
Both primary and secondary research methods were used to determine which markets, in terms of demographic, psycho-
graphic and behavioral data, would be the best target audiences for Sonic Drive-In. Through both our primary and second-
ary research Essence Communications found women, specifically working women, are more likely to eat at Sonic Drive-In 
than men. Although women are 3% less likely than the general population to be heavy fast food users, they are 8% more 
likely than the general population to have eaten at Sonic Drive-In. Furthermore, working women are 8% more likely than 
the general population to be heavy fast food users and 15% more likely than the general population to have eaten at Son-
ic Drive-In. Based on data from Simmons, as well as primary research, two market segments were chosen. Women aged 
18-34 make up the primary target audience, while women aged 35-44 make up the secondary target audience.

Research Methods
Primary Research
For our primary data, we created and distributed a survey to our target audience to further understand their perspectives 
and opinions with fast food chains and Sonic Drive-In. We used our primary data to further back up our secondary re-
search. Additionally, we found insightful research that led to shaping our target audience profile. Our survey was distribut-
ed via social media and email to try and reach as many people in our target audience as possible. This turned out to be an 
effective method as we received 138 responses, 79% of whom were in our target audience - of the responses, 81.6% were 
females and 76.7% were age 18-34. The results showed that 94.1% of our respondents had heard of Sonic Drive-In before, 
however only 55.8% had ever been there before. When asked how often they went out to eat, the answers were fairly 
evenly distributed, 32.1% saying  3-4 times a month, 24.1% said 1-2 times a month, 20.4% said 4-5 times a month, 19.7% 
said more than 5 times a month, and only 2.9% said ‘other’. One of the most important things we learned along with the 
frequency in which they go out to eat, is who they eat with. 55.1% said they most often go out to eat with their friends and 
the next highest response was 35.3% for their ‘significant other’. In order to view our full survey results, refer to Appendix 
B.
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Target AnalysisTarget Analysis

Secondary Research
Data regarding demographic, psychographic, and behavioral data collected from the databases, such as Sim-
mons OneView, along with information presented by Sonic’s data. The secondary data provided a closer look at 
into the statistical data regarding our target audience, opposed to the primary data, which aided in provided us 
data that was based off of real-life opinions of target audience members. Numerous factors were analyzed and 
compared, such as gender, income, age, occupation, transportation, number of children, media usage, health/
well-being, values and opinions.
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Consumer Insights
Key Consumer Insight: Females ages 18-44 like to go out to eat with friends, family and coworkers more 
so than by themselves.
 Females ages 18-34 are 126% more likely than the average person to go out to eat for dinner with friends   
 or coworkers
 Females ages 35-44 are 21% more likely than the average person to go out to eat for lunch with friends or   
 coworkers
 Females age are 8% more likely than the average person to enjoy spending time with their family
Key Consumer Insight: Females ages 18-44 rely on digital media as their main source of entertainment and 
information.
 Females ages 18-34 are 87% more likely than the average person to use internet as their primary source of  
 entertainment
 Females ages 35-44 are 23% more likely than the average person to say that the internet has changed the   
 way they get products and services.
 Females ages 18-34 are 46% more likely than the average person to say the internet has changed the way  
 they spend their  free time.
Key Consumer Insight: Females ages 18-44 seek fast food restaurants to accommodate their busy lifestyle 
and stay within their budget.
 Females ages 18-34 are 159% more likely than the average person to be parents who care for a child while  
 working
 Females ages 18-34 are 50% more likely than the average person to say fast food fits their busy lifestlye
 Females ages 35-44 are 31% more likely than the average person to have a college education or higher.

Target AnalysisTarget Analysis
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Target AnalysisTarget Analysis

Target Audience Descriptions

The Busy Bees
Our Primary audience are Caucasian women aged 18-34, dubbed “The Busy Bees”. These women are busy; 
they work long hours and are determined to advance in their careers. Because of their dedication to their ca-
reer, they consider themselves, tense, nervous, high strung and excitable. They like to live in the moment and 
when they can, go on long vacations by car. They are mostly working in office and healthcare jobs, and be-
cause they are younger, they aren’t making much money. You can find most of the Busy Bees in the Northern 
region.

The Motivated Mothers
Our secondary audience are Caucasian married women aged 35-44 with kids that are between 2 to 11 years 
old  who we call, “The Motivated Mothers”. These women are smart, well-educated and typically work in office 
and administrative support jobs. They work either full or part time. They go out to eat often, typically more than 
6 times in 30 days with their children. They are very family-centered and make spending time with their families 
a top priority. You can find most of these Motivated Mothers in the Southeast.
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Target AnalysisTarget Analysis

Target Audience Profiles

Meet Ashley, a 26 year old who recently moved to Detroit, Michigan to pursue the ca-
reer of her dreams. After graduating from University of Michigan with a degree in Nursing, 
she rented an apartment and began a job at Detroit Medical Center in downtown Detroit. 
Ashley’s job is demanding; she loves what she does, but many times her career cuts into her 
free time. Nursing requires her to work long hours and multiple night shifts per week—often 
she misses the chances to go on outings with friends. After her long shifts, Ashley finds her-
self too tired to prepare a homemade meal for herself as she heads home to crash on the 
sofa and watch her guilty indulgence, True Life on MTV. 
 Despite her demanding career, Ashley is driven and determined to earn a living 
doing what she loves. Throughout her hectic day, she manages to squeeze in a trip to her 
favorite fast-food restaurant to grab a quick meal with her colleagues. Ashley often feels 
stressed and strung out, and enjoys the comfort of burgers and fries on a spontaneous trip 
to a fast food joint. While she understands that this may not be the healthiest meal, she 
doesn’t mind indulging in the food she loves when she’s with people she cares about. Be-
cause she is new to her career, she is tight on spending money when it comes to food and 
entertainment. Fast food’s low prices mean a quick meal at a great price for Ashley without 
breaking the bank.  
 Ashley loves the friendly atmosphere at Detroit Medical Center. While she is new, she 
is already becoming good friends with many of her fellow nurses. When they finish a long 
shift, Ashley and her coworkers blow off steam by hoping in the car and heading to the 
nearest fast-food drive in. With the windows down, they share stories about their busy lives 
and enjoy friends and milkshakes. 
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Target AnalysisTarget Analysis

Meet Julia, a 41 year old woman living in a beautiful home in the suburbs of 
Reston, Virginia with her husband and two kids, Emma age 4 and Jack age 9. She 
worked her butt off at Stanford University to earn a Master’s Degree in Accounting 
and now works at one of the top accounting firms in the nation. 
 Because she loves her job so much, she throws herself into her work, and as a 
result, spends many late nights in the office and often takes her work home with her. 
Her idea of the perfect end to a long workweek is sitting down with her best girl-
friends, a large glass of red wine in hand, and flipping through magazines such as 
OK! and Glamour to catch up on all the latest celebrity gossip and fashion trends. 
 Even though she knows it’s not the healthiest option, Julia often chooses to 
take her kids to fast food restaurants like the Sonic Drive-In for dinner because her 
children loves the experiences and even her best attempts at making a home cooked 
meal usually end up bland and burnt. Also the thought of having to go grocery 
shopping after work then prepare an entire meal once she gets home is exhausting.
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SWOT AnalysisSWOT Analysis

Wide range of menu items
Unique drive-in experience (Friendly carhops, 
sometimes on roller-skates)
Strong customer loyalty
Nationwide presence with over 3600 locations
Full menu is served all day
Unique specialty drinks and food items
Also has ‘drive-thru’ if you don’t have time to 
utilize the ‘drive-in’ experience

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

Larger amount of land needed to open new 
restaurants
No global presence as compared to other 
QSR’s
Drive-in experience is more time consuming as 
compared to drive-thru
Few locations in Northern regions of the U.S.

Increasingly stable economy means more people 
have money to spend on eating out
Decreased gas prices means people have more 
money to spend on eating out
McDonalds for the first time ever is downsizing 
Sonic has the opportunity to expand to the entire 
country 
Corporate Social Responsibility and corporate en-
vironmental awareness is attractive to millennials, 
Sonic could stand for a cause.

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
Increasingly health-conscious millennial genera-
tion are turning away from fast-food
increased demand for “real food” (ex: Chipotle, 
Panera), or restaurants that use natural and fresh 
ingredients while still retaining a lower cost 
More QSRs are using vegetables on their menus, 
Sonic’s menu is mostly fried food, meats, and 
desserts, could be less appealing 
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Situaitonal AnalysisSituational Analysis
Summary

Challenge

Our consumers aren’t choosing Sonic Drive-In because they value a healthy lifestyle and have a wide range 
of choice in the quick-service industry. They are aware of the low nutritional value of fast-food so Sonic 
doesn’t always appeal to their preferred eating habits. 

Key Insight
Our primary target live busy lives, and when they do get the chance to eat out they prefer to go with 
friends, coworkers, or family. They want a space that is welcoming towards groups and inclusive. Although 
they prefer a healthy lifestyle, they’re willing to sacrifice their diet if it’s in the name of spending time with 
acquaintances.
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The Big IdeaThe Big Idea

ANYTHING this Good 
is meant to be shared

Tagline

Sonic is a brand that can be enjoyed alone, but shouldn’t have to be. We want to encourage our target 
audience to come to Sonic with their friends, coworker, or family. They won’t remember the time they 
went to Sonic for a quick bite, but the time they went with their friends and had an experience, which 

they can remember looking back. The Sonic experience is about making memories, and not missing them, 
which is why we are encouraging #NoMoFomo.

Make memories, don’t miss them

Hashtag #NOMOFOMO
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Creative Brief Creative Brief

Background
Sonic, established in the early 1950s, but was incorpo-
rated in the State of Delaware in 1990. Sonic prides 
itself  on their unique drive-in space where food is de-
livered by a carhop, often on roller skates. Customers 
love their signature items, such as specialty drink, made-
to-order sandwiches and hamburgers, foot-long quarter 
pound chili cheese “coneys” and more. Their drive-in 
culture is unique, and customer loyalty is among the 
strongest in the food industry.  With its honest Drive-In 
experience, a truly original product mix, and a solid 
brand with unique intellectual properties all supported 
with an impressive marketing program. 

Advertising Objective
The advertising objective is to capitalize on modest im-
provement in overall economic growth by opening 30 
new stores in the northwestern and mid-northern states, 
known as ’the northern front’. In addition, we want to we 
want to maintain high levels of customer satisfaction and 
repeat business.

Primary: Caucasian women aged 18-34, dubbed 
“The Busy Bees”. These women are busy; they 
work long hours and are determined to advance in 
their careers. Because of their dedication to their 
career, they consider themselves, tense, nervous, 
high strung and excitable. The like to live in the mo-
ment and when they can, go on long vacations by 
car. They are mostly working in office and health-
care jobs, and because they are younger, they 
aren’t making much money. They enjoy watching 
romantic comedy television shows; such as, How I 
Met Your Mother, Friends, and the Office. You can 
find most of the Busy Bees in the American South-
west. 

Secondary: Caucasian married women aged 35-44 
with kids that are 2 to 11 years old  who we call, 
“The Motivated Mothers”. These women are smart, 
well-educated and typically work in office and 
administrative support jobs. They work either full or 
part time. They go out to eat often, typically more 
than 6 times in 30 days with their children. They 
are very family-centered and make spending time 
with their families a top priority. They enjoy watch-
ing suspenseful television shows, such as the Ghost 
Whisperer, and romantic comedies, such as How I 
Met Your Mother.  You can find most of these Moti-
vated Mothers in the Southeast.

Target Audience
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Target Audience

Creative Brief Creative Brief

What We Want The 
Target Audience To Do

Tone and Image

Deliverables

Budget

We realize that our target audience values a health 
conscious lifestyle; however, they like to indulge. 
With friends and family they are more inclined to 
indulge, so we want them to share the experience of 
Sonic with friends and family. 

This Sonic campaign will be straightforward and 
light-hearted. The women we are targeting are al-
ways on the go, so they don’t have time to analyze 
heavy media messages. Also, with innovative and 
vivacious advertisements our target audience will be 
able to focus on the social aspect of the Sonic expe-
rience.

The campaign will be fueled by a $28 million bud-
get.

Television: National 15-second commercial adver-
tisements on cable television during daytime, prime-
time, and late fringe.
Radio: 60-second radio advertisements in our spot 
markets during morning drive, daytime, evening drive, 
and nighttime.
Magazine: Both full-page and half-page national ad-
vertisement in travel, family, and entertainment maga-
zines.
Online: Banners advertisement in general sites. pre-roll 
and mid-roll ads in publisher video sites 
Online Video: 15-second commercials on three of 
the most popular video streaming sites today - Hulu, 
Netflix and YouTube



Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives
& Strategies& Strategies
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& Strategies& Strategies

Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives

Goals

Target Audience and Media Mix: To position Sonic Drive-in as the preferred quick ser-
vice restaurant for women ages 18-34 by emphasizing its inclusive and welcoming environ-
ment that is not offered at other restaurants. To reach this target, we will advertise through 
radio, online, magazine and television, as well as launch several sales promotions. 

Reach, Frequency + GRPs: To achieve a frequency of 4.7, reach of 85.8 and 406 GRPs 
during the peaks of the pulsing campaign.

Geography: To launch a combined national and spot campaign focusing on nine DMA’s 
located near or within the Northern Front.

Scheduling and Timing: To deliver a 12-month media plan with both pulsing and continu-
ous timing strategies in our schedule. 

Budget: To carry out a media plan with $28 million.
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Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives

ONLINE
72.3%

MAGAZINE
18.2%

CABL
E 5

.!%

OTHER 0.5%

RADIO 18.2%
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Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives

Television

Strategy
Our target audience admits to being self-proclaimed TV addicts, and when they come from work they often like 
to relax and binge watch shows back to back. TV is an attractive medium for our campaign due to its ability to 
portray ads that are true to life and the wide range for creative opportunities. We will also be able to effectively 
track reach and frequency, a benefit that is not possible with all media vehicles.We found our target audience 
to index extremely high for multiple shows on a single cable program, MTV. MTV (Music Television), owned by 
Viacom, reaches 387 million household worldwide. With coverage on fashion, lifestyle and sports, to attitude, 
politics and creativity, MTV creates a variety of shows catering to the various taste of their target audience. MTV 
is the ideal channel to advertise on, as young adults 12-34 name MTV as the most recognized network.We plan 
to capitalize on the television shows on MTV our target audience love by highlighting the appeal of Sonic Drive-
In and effectively communicate its desirability. We will be running 15 second advertisements for all the television 
programs we chose during our campaign. The campaign will run nationally on MTV shows our target audience 
watches frequently, including Teen Mom, Awkward, and True Life.

Teen Mom
Teen Mom is a reality TV show that is a spin off to the hugely popular MTV show, 16 and Pregnant. We decided to advertise on 
this TV show because our primary target audience indexed extremely high for it at 358. Our secondary audience also indexed 
quite high at 124. In addition, this type of show doesn’t require a lot of focus/attention to watch which is good because our audi-
ence mostly watches television at home when they are exhausted after work. 
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Awkward

Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives

True Life

Awkward is an American teen comedy series that is centered around the main character Jenna Hamilton, a California teenager. 
Jenna struggles with her identity, especially after an accident is misconstrued as a suicide attempt. Throughout the series Jenna 
deals with high school issues, like boys, peer-pressure and trying to fit in through her personal blog. Since our primary target audi-
ence consists of females ages 18-34 we thought this would be an appropriate show to advertise on because they indexed extremely 
high at 320. In addition, this type of show doesn’t require a lot of focus and it is a good show to decompress to after a exhausting 
day. 

True Life is a documentary TV series that focuses on a different topic each episode. Our target audience really enjoys watching 
reality television shows as almost all of the shows they indexed high for were some type of reality show. Since our primary audi-
ence indexed at 275 and our secondary audience indexed at 123 for True Life, these were some of the highest index numbers we 
got for TV shows so we decided to advertise on this show. 
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Media BuysMedia Buys

We will be allocating $1,428,000 to television advertising, which is equivalent to 5.1% of our total budget. 
We chose to advertise on Network Cable television because MTV is a cable channel, and that is where the 
TV shows we chose to advertise on run. In addition, we are only going to be advertising during the month 
of January, which is the first month of our campaign because we wanted to kick off our campaign strong, 
getting our message and our brand into the minds of people all over the country. Within our allocated 
television budget, $51,700 will be used to advertise during daytime television, $970,800 will be used to 
advertise during prime time television and $405,500 will be used to advertise during late fringe television. 
This will result in a total of 110 GRP’s for our network cable television advertisements.
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Internet

Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives

Strategy
Since our target audience is women ages 18-34 and 35-44 who are always on the move and tech-savvy individu-
als, we thought it was appropriate to place advertisements on the Internet because let’s face it, everyone is using 
the Internet today. We realize the the Internet is a place where we can cater to the evolving online behaviors 
among our target audience. Whether they realize it or not, our target audience is consumed by the Internet on a 
daily basis. Today, individuals in our target audience have unlimited access to all forms of the Internet, by using 
them interchangeably making it a valuable vehicle for our target audience. Since our campaign focuses on fre-
quency over reach, we want to optimize our strategies by taking into account the different cross-device behaviors 
by our target audience.

Careerbuilder.com
Founded in 1995, CareerBuilder is now the largest online job site in the U.S., receiving more than 24 million 
unique visitors each month. Their primary mission is to empower employment. The women in our target market 
who are on the younger side of the age spectrum, are recently out of college and are looking to find their first 
job or, are looking to find the right job. On the older end of our age spectrum, these women have been in the 
workforce for a decent amount of time are possibly looking for a change of pace/scenery if their current job isn’t 
exactly what they wanted for themselves. Sites like Careerbuilder are frequently visited by the types of people in 
our target audience as it had an index of 171. 
To ensure that we effectively reach our target audience we will be purchasing overlay advertising. By using this 
type of online advertising the user will be forced to see (and hopefully read) our ad before proceeding to their 
desired webpage. 
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Online Video

Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives

Strategy
Online video streaming has become extremely popular in the last decade. The reason our team decided to use 
this media in our plan is because they offer a wide reach and it is easy to measure success. It is also a great 
way to reach our target audience. According to Simmons One View, women ages 18-34 and 35-44 indexed 
very high for using online video streaming sites, specifically Hulu and YouTube.

Youtube
This online video streaming site was developed in May 2005 and has become the most widely known online 
video streaming and subscription site to date. Within the first year after the launch, YouTube was the fastest 
growing site on the Web. The launch prompted users to download videos to the site and exceeded expecta-
tions with more than 65,000 new video downloads and 100 million views to the site per day. YouTube is com-
pletely free for the user, but has recently added commercial advertisements before the user can watch their 
video. They provide the following commercial options: 15, 30, 60, 75, and 90 second commercial options. 

Our team will be advertising on YouTube with our :15 and :30 second commercials.  It costs $30 per day to 
advertise on YouTube. However, a very unique feature of YouTube is that if the user skips the commercial ad 
before it ends, then they do not get charged for the ad spot. Also, YouTube allows advertisers to target their 
specific audience based by demographic and geographic segmentation. Our team will be able to target based 
on age, gender, location, interests and more. Data shows that only 30% of users actually watch the ad when 
they are given the option to skip it. However, the data also found that the 30% of users who watch are 75% 
more engaged than the average YouTube user. Our target audience of women ages 18-34 and 35-44 indexed 
at 121, so they are 21% more likely than the average person to use YouTube.
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Media Objectives

Our team will be running our ads based on video category. Focusing on beauty, style and animal videos will 
help us reach our target audience most effectively on YouTube 
To evaluate our results, YouTube has built-in Analytics that will make it easy for our team to track how our 
advertisement is doing. If changes to the ad need to be made, YouTube allows the advertiser to make adjust-
ments at any time with no extra fee. 

Hulu
Hulu is a free, online TV streaming service offering episodes of the most current TV shows, with very limited 
commercial breaks. The free service provided by Hulu typically includes 3, 30 second ads for every half hour 
of video. Hulu Plus is a paid subscription service it offers for $8 per month, which gives users access to a 
wider range of popular current TV shows as well as allowing them to watch these shows on a wider range of 
devices with even more limited commercial breaks. In addition, 82% of Hulu subscribers are age 18-49, with 
a median viewer age of 33, which fits perfectly with our target audiences who indexed at 193 for Hulu use in 
our primary audience, and 110 in our secondary audience. By advertising on Hulu, we will be reaching our 
target audience in the most effective way seeing as the Hulu subscriber demographic is primarily people in 
our target audience. 

Data shows that 73% of hulu users exclusively use it to watch TV shows and only 7% use it to watch movies. 
Because of this, it will be most effective to advertise during popular TV shows among our target audience as 
it will give us the highest probability that they will see our ad. We will be running pre-roll and mid-roll :15s 
spots after Keeping Up With the Kardashians and any of the Real Housewives series because these were 
some of the highest indexing TV shows that are available on Hulu for our target audience.
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Social Media

Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives

Strategy
In the past decade the internet has become so such an essential part of our everyday lives and has be thor-
oughly ingrained into the basis of our interactions, particularly through the emergence of social media. Ac-
cording to the Pew Research Center, “nearly two-thirds of American adults (65%) use social networking sites, 
up from 7% when Pew Research Center began systematically tracking social media usage in 2005”. Social 
media is an excellent way to utilize owned and earned media, which is what we plan to do. Sonic already 
has active social media accounts for Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and they post consistently and effec-
tively.

Twitter 
Twitter is a popular social media website that offers high engagement and 2-way communication. Using twit-
ter for business purposes can be extremely effective as it offers numerous cost-effective benefits such as being 
able to get immediate feedback about your products/services as well as increasing the reach and impact of 
any PR or advertising initiatives. Sonic is very active on their Twitter account and currently has over 278,000 
followers. Among adult internet users who use Twitter , 61%  are within the age range of our primary and 
secondary audiences. To take advantage of this type of owned media, we will be encouraging their cus-
tomers and followers to post about the brand using the hashtag: #NoMoFOMO which will be our primary 
hashtag throughout the campaign. Throughout our campaign we are encouraging our target audience to 
be very engaged with social media, posting comments, pictures etc. to receive the benefits of various sales 
promotions. We will also be promoting the Rolling for a Cause event as well as our Women’s Friendship Day 
promotion through Twitter.  Twitter is particularly emphasized because our target audience indexed the high-
est for that type of social media, indexing at 204. 
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Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives

Facebook
Facebook is another extremely popular social media site with over 156 million users in the U.S. along. It also 
continues to have the most engaged users – 70% log on daily, including 43% who do so several times a day. 
This social media site indexed the second highest for our target audience at 165. Using this media will prove 
to be beneficial as it will be used throughout our entire campaign, encouraging people to continuously interact 
with our brand. The primary ways in which they will interact with us is through posting about our various pro-
motional events (Rolling for a Cause), and using the hashtag, #NoMoFOMO for any other post talking about 
Sonic or our campaign. We hope that Facebook will be a particularly active medium throughout the month of 
September as that is when we are promoting ‘Women’s Friendship Month’ and our Women’s Friendship Day 
promotion where women will be rewarded with for posting pictures with them and their friends at Sonic, using 
#NoMoFOMO.
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Media BuysMedia Buys

The largest portion of our media budget is being allocated to online advertising. We are spending $20,207,400 which is 72.3% 
of our budget. Although we will be utilizing a lot of free social media to create interaction and engagement with our target 
audience, we will also be advertising on sites that require paid advertisements. These online ads will run year-round, running 
a little less during our heavy-up months to save some money as we will be capitalizing on using free media (social media) 
during these times. 
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Strategy
The “busy bees” and “motivated mothers” are constantly in their car driving somewhere, whether it’s to and from 
work, the grocery store, or a quick service drive-in, like Sonic, making radio an appropriate vehicle to advertise in. 
We want Sonic to stick in the minds of our target audience during this intimate time in the car, when they have time 
to think to themselves. Using radio to reach our target audience will be an important part of our strategic media 
plan. While the medium may be overlooked in today’s digital climate, studies show that radio accounts for of all me-
dia use, and can be a highly successful channel for reaching audiences if used correctly. Studies show that 6 out of 
10 people listen to radio while driving to work. Because our target audience are young, professional members of the 
working world, they are commuting to work 5 days a week. This is an excellent time to expose them to our message 
through radio. Our data shows that our target audience are listening to the radio whenever they get in their cars. 
Simmons data shows that when given the statement, “When in the car, I always listen to the radio”, females aged 
18-34 indexed at 102. This means they are listening to car radio above average than the average person. One ad-
vantage that we see in choosing radio is the frequency factor. Radio has been proven to be an effective medium for 
exposing audiences to a message multiple times. This is especially important to our campaign because we are taking 
a frequency oriented approach strategy-wise. Because our message is a completely new idea, we want our target 
audience to hear the message as much as possible so they remember the new campaign. Another benefit that comes 
with a radio campaign is the ability to target geographically. Our campaign is geographically focussed, and one of 
our main goals involves expanding Sonic’s message into new territories (The Northern Front). Radio buys are a huge 
benefit for local targeting. We will be buying radio spots in cities where our target audience lives, including cities 
such as Detroit, Seattle, Minneapolis, Portland, and Milwaukee. 

Radio

Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives
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Media BuysMedia Buys

We will be allocating $1,012,300 to radio advertisements, which is equivalent to 3.62% of our entire budget. 
We have chosen to do spot advertisements exclusively in our specific spot markets because these are the areas 
that we are trying to build up the Sonic brand. In addition, these radio ads will be running throughout the year 
for our whole campaign - we hope to gain as much imagery transfer through this. Our ads will run during morn-
ing drive, daytime, evening drive and nighttime, therefore giving us a total of 1142 GRP’s for the whole cam-
paign.
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Magazine

Strategy
Magazines are a medium that make for an excellent vehicle to reach the Busy Bees and Motivated Mothers. The 
reason we chose to use magazines as a way to reach our target audience is because they offer creative opportuni-
ties where we can reach specific niche markets and a plus is that they have a long shelf-life. For instance, according 
the Simmons data collected, the Busy Bees and Motivated Mothers had a high index for reading magazines focused 
around child rearing/parenthood, entertainment, travel, and women’s beauty/ fashion. With that said, we chose to 
place advertisements in magazines that reflect these characteristics of our target audience.

Parents
We chose to place advertisements in Parents magazine because many women between the ages of 18-44 are either 
settling down and thinking about starting a family or are already married with children or young adolescents. Many 
women seek advice when it comes to parenting, but from a credible and trustworthy source. “Parents helps busy 
moms navigate the uncharted waters of parenthood with smart advice, a sense of humor and a feeling of commu-
nity born of shared experiences.” With their 81% of readers being women age 18-44, we are certain that our tar-
get audience will be reached. Since a large amount of our target audience reads this magazine, we will place half 
page color ads.

Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives
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OK! 
OK! Magazine is a well known magazine when it comes to entertainment and celebrity news. Not only are they a 
credible amongst key industry insiders, but they provide a “true 360 degree multi-media partnership… ensuring a to-
tal brand experience. Conveniently, our target audience indexed at a high of 262 meaning that women ages 18-44 
are 162% more likely than to read OK! Magazine than the average person.  To save some money, we will be plac-
ing half page color ads.

Glamour
Glamour Magazine is known for their expertise in all things women’s beauty and fashion. In addition, “Glamour is 
for the woman who sets the direction of her own life and lives it to its fullest and chicest.” With that said many wom-
en seek for beauty and fashion advice from this credible source and it’s no wonder that 94% of women make up 
their audience. This high percentage can help us reach majority of the Busy Bees and Motivated Mothers to view 
our Sonic ads at least once. Thus, we will be placing half page color ads with circulation during the continuity of the 
campaign.

Travel & Leisure
Travel & Leisure magazine resonates with the Busy Bee and Motivated Mothers who like to relax every once in 
awhile when they aren’t always on the go. With that said they travel a lot, particularly long distances in cars. Trav-
el & Leisure is great magazine to place ads in because they “capture the pure joy of discovering the pleasures the 
world has to offer- from art and design to shopping and style to food and wine.” This magazine provides an outlet 
for our target audience to plan family trips, get food inspiration or to just kick their feet up with a glass of wine and 
relax. Amongst women ages 18-44 they have an index of 113, meaning they are 13% more likely to read Travel & 
Leisure than the average person. We anticipate placing half page color ads to save some money.

Media ObjectivesMedia Objectives
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Media BuysMedia Buys

We will be allocating $5,172,900 to magazine advertising, which is equivalent to 18.5% of our total budget. 
We will not be advertising through magazines throughout the entire campaign, rather, we have chosen specific 
months in which we will heavy-up on most of our advertising. We will be doing heavy up through magazine ad-
vertisements during the months of March, April, July, August and September. By doing this, we will spike interest 
and reinforce our message to consumers during key times of our campaign when we are holding special events 
and promotions. This will result in a total of 591 GRP’s for all our magazine ads in our media schedule.
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GeographyGeography

Geography plays a very important role in our media plan because a large part of our campaign involves expanding 
the Sonic brand into new territory, On a national scale, we will be running television ads that focus on reach. In a more 
targeted, local approach, we will be implementing multiple forms of advertising in the DMA’s that have high CDI num-
bers for fast food consumption and fall within “The Northern Front”, a region of the country that holds potential for 
expanding Sonic’s influence through new franchises. These advertisements will focus on frequency in order to reinforce 
our message to audiences in these areas that might already be aware of Sonic, but not about our new campaign. 

Many of these northern locations have high CDI index numbers for fast food consumption, making them a great choice 
for expansion. The two highest are Milwaukee, which indexed at 123, and Detroit, which indexed at 120. Other cities 
include Rapid City, Minneapolis, Portland, Idaho Falls, and Seattle. These areas allow us to focus on metropolitan areas 
that are home to our target audience. 
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Sales PromotionsSales Promotions

To kick off the summer months of our campaign, we want 
to emphasize our target audience coming to Sonic
with their friends and family because anything that is 
as good as Sonic, should be shared. This promotion will take 
place leading up to and during “Women’s Friendship Month,” during September 2017. Our goal is to mo-
tivate our target demographic to enjoy quality time with their friends at a Sonic nearby. Advertising promo-
tions will begin in July, to measure the success of this promotion we will have set high reach and frequency 
goals. In select Sonic Drive-In restaurants, in the northern front spot area, during the month of September, we 
will have photo booths where we will incorporate a social media hashtag #NoMoFomo at the bottom of the 
photo strips. We will encourage consumers to share their photos on social media with the hashtag, and tag-
ging Sonic. 
 To further promote “Women’s Friendship Month” we want to give our target audience another reason 
to visit Sonic in September. This promotion will involve women posting photos of themselves with their friends 
on social media such as Twitter, Instagram or Facebook using the hashtag #NoMoFomo and tagging Sonic. 
Following uploading a photo with their friends, Sonic will direct message those who participated in upload-
ing a photo with a friends and reward them with a coupon code. This code will be valid throughout the du-
ration of “Women’s Friendship Month,” September 1st, 2017 through September 30th, 2017. This code will 
allow them to get a large order of tater-tots to share with their friend. Through national and spot promotion, 
we believe Sonic’s Women’s Friendship day will appeal to our target audience and establish Sonic as a 
place where they can make memories with those who matter the most.

Women’s Friendship Day
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Sales PromotionsSales Promotions

Rolling For A Cause
During the beginning of the month of May we will be 
partnering with the organization, Love Your Melon, to 
hold events at newly opened Sonic Drive-In franchises 
all over the northern front. Love Your Melon is an appar-
el company that was found in an entrepreneurship class 
at the University of St. Thomas in St. Paul Minnesota by 
friends Zach and Brian. They are dedicated to giving a 
hat to every child battling cancer in America as well as 
supporting non-profit organizations who lead the fight 
against pediatric cancer. 
 This event will be held at various Sonic locations, 
where there will be a kind of race track/obstacle course 
set up around the perimeter of the establishment. Partic-
ipants will come out and be given a pair of roller skates 
to race in. The racers will then go in heats of about 5 
people each, and on “Go!” they will race around the 
course with the winner receiving a free $10 meal cou-
pon for Sonic. After the races the idea would be that 
everyone would stick around and have lunch there, at 
Sonic. All the proceeds made at the event will be donat-
ed to help children battling cancer. 
 

We decided to hold this type of ‘roller race’ promotion 
because it emphasizes the unique features of Sonic and 
promotes the brand in a fun way - all of which is to help 
a good cause. Women in our target audience typically 
have children, so by partnering with a foundation that 
is devoted to helping children battling cancer, we hope 
that this will resonate with them, ultimately encourag-
ing them to come out to the event and participate. This 
event will be beneficial for Sonic because it helps build 
a reputation of good CSR as well as gets people to 
come out to the new Sonic locations and try their food.
We plan to promote this event primarily through social 
media, but also through select spot radio advertisements 
in the regions where the events will take place. 
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Sales PromotionsSales Promotions

Loyalty Card

We will be enhancing the current Sonic mobile app by adding new 
features and promotional rewards for our consumers.  We want to 
create an incentive for consumer to choose Sonic over other QSR’s.  
In our brand analysis, we determined that Sonic offers the cheap-
est menu options followed very closely by McDonald’s. In order to 
give an incentive for our target audience to come to Sonic over the 
competitors we will be providing a loyalty card, which would be on 
the Sonic app. This loyalty card will allow consumers to scan their 
phone at the register where they will receive perks from coming 
frequently. After every 5 visits, they will receive an item off of their 
bill to incentivize them to come to Sonic more frequently.  Overtime 
they will build up points, in which they will receive perks for every 
100 points they receive. One point will be equal to the amount of 
your bill so if they frequently come with friends and family, they will 
have the opportunity to choose from an option of things depending 
on their points. Consumers can spend their points as soon as they 
reach 100, or they can rack the points up for a bigger item on the 
list.
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The smallest portion of our budget will be spent on our various sales promotions/promotional events. We will 
be allocating $135,000 to this, which is around 0.5% of our total budget. For the Rolling for a Cause promo-
tional event, we are allocating $100,000 for covering the cost of buying materials, setting up tents/booths, 
making banners/signs, decorations, etc. The other $35,000 is going toward the Women’s Friendship Month 
promotion for which we will be renting out photobooths to be at all the Sonic Drive-In locations in our spot mar-
kets for the entire month of September.
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& Timing& Timing
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Monthly Budget Allocation
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